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FINISHED SIZE:  approximately 69.5” X 70“
CUT CENTRE PANEL 20.5” WIDE X 22” HIGH
CUT CORNER BLOCKS 10-1/4”SQ or adjust to fit 
BORDER STRIPS 7/8”to 1” WIDE FINISHED
(Centre section only to thin border/cot size 48x49”)
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1”sq

Applique pieces - actual size
add 1/8” seam allowance when cutting fabric
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1”sq
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add seam allowance

add seam allowance

1”irregular hexagon

1.5”irregular hexagon
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to ALL pattern 
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cut 76 print
and 76 shirting

cut 174 print
and 176 shirting

NOTE:  SEE INSTRUCTIONS FOR
CUTTING THE SMALL EDGE 
HEXAGONS AND HALF HEXAGONS 
IN THE 2 ‘MINT’ FABRICS
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plus edge 
hexagons
see

cut 4 print and 4 shirting

quarter large 
hexagon

<-----cut 48 print
and 48 shirting

<----cut 8 print and
8 shirting for the 
corners
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This quilt is light and airy with the use of subtle prints combined with shirtings.
Make the whole quilt or just the centre for a cot or lap-sized project.
The irregular hexagons have been hand pieced and the applique is simple, adding to
the elegance of “Windflowers” and the ‘low volume’ effect of the fabrics.

Finished size:  approx 70” square

MATERIALS:  
 *  20-1/2”x22” background fabric for the centre panel plus
 *  Four 10-1/4” background fabric squares for the corner blocks

- total of .6m (2/3yd)
 *  a selection of about 30 different print fabrics for the irregular hexagons
 *  a selection of about 20-25 different light background shirting fabrics for 

the irregular hexagons
- Fat 1/8 or fat 1/4 pieces are suitable for the irregular hexagons

 *  .4m (1/2yd) each of 2 complementary prints for edging hexagons **mint 
fabric in photo and graph - optional

 *  Fat quarter of suitable print fabric for the centre and corner block flower
 *  a small selection of print fabrics for the remainder of the applique, including

some fabrics suitable for broderie perse - see centre photo and “B” 
placement on quilt graph 

 *  5-1/2m (6yds) length for the thin border, with 7/8th to 1”finished width
(stripes or border prints with 1-3/8th to 1-1/2” repeat including 
seam allowance are suitable)

 *  Template plastic for the applique and pieced shapes
 *  Hand sewing tools and threads to match the fabrics to be appliqued

METHOD:
Use the pattern pieces provided to make clear plastic templates for the applique
and pieced shapes.  Note that the pattern pieces do not include seam allowances.

For the applique shapes: trace around the templates on the right side of fabrics
to mark your applique line.  Add a generous 1/8” when cutting fabrics for 
needle-turning the seam allowance. Pin and then baste the shapes in place on the
centre panel and the 4 corner blocks.  Applique with a fine thread to match the
top fabric. Snip the concave sections to the sewing line for ease of turning.
Add a few “Broderie Perse” elements to the centre panel between the applique
shapes.  Placement for the Broderie Perse is marked “B” on the quilt graph.

**Cutting the small irregular hexagon fabrics: Note that the inside and outside edge
hexagons and half hexagons have been cut from 2 complementary mint prints - see
photo and graph.  For a similar effect, you will need to cut 20 hexagons from 
each of fabrics #1 and #2 for the inside edge.  For the outside edge, you will
need to cut 26 hexagons plus 20 half vertical hexagons from fabric #1 and 
28 half horizontal hexagons plus 18 half vertical hexagons from fabric #2. 
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When the small irregular hexagons are sewn together, make a 1/4” turning to
the wrong side on the centre hexagons and baste in place.  
Press the quilt ‘frame’. Turn the quilt to the wrong side on a flat surface
and position the appliqued panel over the centre hole.  Pin, and then baste in
place on the back.  Turn the work to the right side and applique the edges to
the panel with fine thread to match the top fabric.
Trim the outside edges if necessary using a long ruler and rotary cutter, taking
care not to cut stitches.

NOTE - you may wish to piece the outside large hexagon borders before 
cutting the thin border strips.  The finished width of the thin border is the 
difference in length of the 2 pieced hexagon sections divided by 2 (add seam
allowance of 1/2“ to the width).

The thin border:  Cut the border fabric 1-3/8” to 1-1/2” wide and sew the 
lengths together to make one long stip.  Leave a 2” tail at the end and begin
sewing the strip to one side of the quilt centre with 1/4” seam allowance. 
Remember to start sewing 1/4” in from the corner for ease of mitring later.  
At the end, stop sewing 1/4” before the corner and leave a 2”tail, then cut.  
Do this for each side of the quilt.
Mitre the 4 corner when all borders are sewn by folding the top border back at a
45 degree angle where they cross over and press in place.  Applique the fold and 
trim away the excess fabric on the back.

Hand piecing the large irregular hexagon borders:  follow the instruction as per
the small irregular hexagons for cutting and piecing. 
Sew together as previosly in three vertical rows.  Add the half vertical hexagons
to each side of the 3 rows and the quarter hexagons to the corners.  
Make 4 sections using the large irregular hexagons.

ASSEMBLY:  sew a large hexagon border to each side of the quilt with 1/4” 
seam allowance.  Now sew a corner block to each end of the other 2 hexagon
borders.  Pin to align seams and sew these to the top and bottom of the quilt   
centre. Press lightly. 

Quilt as desired and don’t forget to add your name and date!
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For the hand piecing - small irregular hexagons:  trace around the templates on 
the wrong side of fabrics to mark your sewing lines.  Add 1/4” seam allowance 
when cutting the fabrics.  Pin between the points to sew the pieces together 
on the marked lines.  Do not sew into the seam allowance.  It is easier to sew 
the shapes in vertical rows first and then sew the rows together to make up 
the quilt ‘frame’, leaving a hole in the middle for the applique panel.  

Sew the vertical **half-hexagons to the sides and the horizontal half-hexagons 
to the top and bottom edges.
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Centre  applique
and corner of quilt


